TPC MEETING
JULY 22, 2017
Meeting started at 4:09
Attendees
Ginger Rivenbark, Vickie Fellows, Gordy Westerberg, Miguel Castillo, Aimee Dunivant, Daryl Wells,
Jeremiah Stanton, Adrienne, Michael, Kimko,Elora, Celina, Mary Beth, Alfredo, Joe Wemhoner
1. B Champs and state. How can we make it better? A lot of coaches feel we are hurting swimmers who
only have one cut. Charger and Lobo are some of these teams.
-Some suggestions are if they have one state time they can do both meets.
-If they get a state time at the B champs they can swim at the state meet
-Keep the either/or
Daryl - having bonus swims at state.
Aimee – for changes. It provides opportunity for the swimmer to upper level chances. It will provide
more opportunities for the swimmers to get better times. They shouldn’t be made to choose. Do agree
they shouldn’t be swimming events that they qualify for state at the b champs
Gordy - against. It depends on where the meets are being held. It would be adding a lot of people to
the venue. Other suggestion is we don’t have to have the same rules for short course and long course.
Ginger - We have a number of in season meets where the swimmers aren’t entering at all. There is a
last chance meet that wasn’t attended very well.
Gordy - One of the things that he wanted last time was that you had to have a time to swim at B (no NT)
Ginger - I have swimmer who didn’t want to go to Farmington so I had them swim their off events to be
able to swim in a novice meet.
Jerry - I have 4 swimmers who are fast and they did just fine here in this meet.
Daryl - Championship atmosphere has a lot to do with this meet. What is the purpose of the B champs?
Jerry - We created a meet that gave swimmers a chance to continue swimming after last chance. We
also increased 10 & under state times which had a lot of 10 and under not qualifying.
Daryl - We decided not to make it a championship meet but not give team scores, individual high point.

Jerry - Would like to see it scored to give encouragement for the swimmers. Give points to the team
which carry over to the State meet.
Daryl - What happens when he hears this is he is pulling out his top swimmers to swim B for more
points.
Jerry - Our retention rates are down and we need to find a way to keep our swimmers and this would
encourage them.
Aimee - Keep them separate for the b swimmers
Gordy - Start with high point and meet records.
Vicki - And banners.
Daryl - If we bring bonus swims in then won’t it hurt the host teams. Yes it will
Gordy - Where are we at with the NT?
Aime - They need to have a time from this season
NT for 13 against 0
NT qualifying time limit 9/1 to meet for 13 against 0
High points should match what state is except for the 8 and unders which are 6,7, 8. 9-10, 11-12, 13-14
and 15 and over. For 13 against 0
Meet records starting short course 2018. For 13 against 0
Team awards For 13 against 0 Banners turquoise with red lettering
Either/Or
Aime - Is still for if they qualify at B being able to swim at State.
Andrea - Then why have a last chance meet cause they will always just come here and skip last chance.
Gordy - If we limit the distances to SCM or long course it will limit what venues we have.
Jerry - Should they be able to swim on relays at State. It would help the smaller teams at state
Ginger - T his needs to be a culminating season meet.
If they swim at b champs they can swim relays only for both short and long state. For 13 against 0
Long course only if they have 1-2, max, cuts they can swim at both but not those events at the B
champs. 3 or more would be either/or. They cannot qualify for state at this meet. For 13 Against 0
obstaining 1.

If you are qualified for state you can’t swim on a relay at B champs short or long course. Swimmers with
state cuts may not swim that leg of a relay in their age group. For 13 Against 1.
No $200 late team entry fee for B champs. $25 per kid up to 72 hours before the start of the meet up to
$200 max. For 13 Against 0
Get rid of worker assignments. For 0 Against 13
Joe Wemhoner we won’t have enough officials for Framington.
Adjorned 5:32.

